BY VESNA HRSTO

4 Steps from Fried To Fabulous

Reinvent Yourself From
Fried To Fabulous In Just
Four Steps
Imagine waking up every morning having tonnes of energy & being excited
about the day ahead.
Having passion, motivation and a fire in your belly that drew people to you
magnetically!
Having the time and inner drive to take care of your body, eat well and
balance your work, love, family and friends and be at the top of your
game.
Have resilience to handle life’s curve balls that come your way with grace
and confidence.
No longer having the stress, overwhelm or anxiety be a normal day

This is entirely possible
Thousands of successful women are living like this today, all without
sacrificing their job, relationship or family commitments.
I wrote this book because I’ve worked with 3000+ clients and I see the
same common problems pop-up again and again.
These common roadblocks, that some women just can’t get around, are
completely avoidable. It’s frustrating to see women, who can manage
teams, careers, businesses or family, but struggle with fatigue, stress,
anxiety and overwhelm, leading to burnout.
They think they can do it themselves, if they could just find the right
formula of diet, vitamins or medicines. They invest in the wrong things,
and in the wrong order, and end up frustrated, burnt-out and looking to
escape life.
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Tired of feeling tired?
Most women I see today (about 3 out of 4) are silently struggling
with hormonal problems brought on by Adrenal Fatigue Syndrome.
They are super tired but wired, and rushing from one thing to
another. No matter what they eat - they gain weight. They feel sad
more often and don’t laugh as much as they used to. Worry and
overwhelm fill their day, many have described they feel like they’re
dying on the inside - like there’s no life force.
Adrenal Fatigue is where excessive stress overtime makes your body
tired and triggers a knock on effect to other hormones. The
symptoms that show up I call the Big 5:
Fatigue, Anxiety, Weight gain, Depression and Female Hormonal
Problems
No matter what they do, eat and take, it dosen’t get better. Each day
feels like hard work, and over time you’re no longer the person you
used to be. You lose your spark! And you pull back from life.
All the while, your doctors blood test show that everything is fine,
but you’re not fine!
I want to show you that this is NOT how life has to be, regardless of
how busy you are. That what you’re feeling now, is not your final
destination. There is a road out and you can find your way back to
vitality.
And I want to show you how to do it in a way that expands your life,
not contracts it.
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You know those women who look like they have it all together? A career
they love and are damn good at, loving relationships with men they
cherish, maintain a healthy body and have strong mindset to get through
anything. This doesn’t happen by accident. The ‘secret’ isn’t because
they’re special, have it easier than you or have more time (we all have
the same 24 hours)...
Successful women get the right support, build a proper plan and follow it
all the way through. That’s it. It’s that’s simple.
Over 10 years ago I hit burnout in a big way. Even though I was a
Naturopath and did all the ‘right’ things, I felt just like you - Tired,,
stressed out and always worried about something. I was unhappy with
my life and my mojo disappeared. I couldn’t eat without getting bloated
and I was steadily gaining weight. I knew my hormones were out of
whack, that I had Adrenal Fatigue Syndrome, but no matter how many
herbal medicines & supplements I took, and diets I followed - over 5
years I got worse.
It wasn’t until I found the real problem, that my other symptoms and
problems fell away naturally...and fast. It was one week to the next, I
felt like a different woman.
When I took a step back from my life and got more perspective, I could
see clearly what worked, what was holding me back, and what it really
takes - the energy channels opened and life was never the same.
I’ve come to realise that burning out is a gift, These symptoms are a
nudge that it’s time to change, self reflect and shed the old way of being.
It’s time to reinvent yourself.
When we hold onto old ways for fear of failure or rocking the boat, we
suppress the life force within us that’s looking to expand our life (not
shrink it).
Right now you may be thinking that you need to quit your job, get a
divorce, meditate with monks or take a 3 month holiday - but that’s not
true, and I’m going to show you the ‘hidden ingredient’ to change your
energy & your life.
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The Secret
Here’s the truth. The four steps I’m going to share with you work for
any of the symptoms I call the Big 5: Fatigue, Anxiety, Depression,
Weight Gain & Female Hormonal Problems.
These symptoms are the result of burning out, not the cause.
The problem isn’t something outside of you. It’s inside us. That’s the
shift that makes all the difference.
These four steps will help you build a solid foundation that boosts
your energy systems and unleashes your life force.
This is the reinvention formula that has solidified my place at the top
of my industry. This formula has resulted in a 3000+ client database
built by word-of-mouth only from many many happy clients.
This formula will give you much more freedom than any other (it’s
one of my key values) and I’ve seen how freedom and fun are the
ultimate medicine to extraordinary health.
Follow the steps and watch your results change.
Make a commitment first...

I _______________ will commit to myself and
my vision. I will use this workbook to recharge my
body, mind and soul.

Signed
Vesna Hrsto © 2015 | www.vesnahrsto.com
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Step One
Let’s get Real!
Most of our health and hormonal problems (Big 5) are due to stress!
In fact, “80-90% of illness is caused or exacerbated by stress” Dr Mark
Hyman.
Not “general”stress either, like rushing from one meeting to another,
having lots on or juggling your schedule. It’s more than that.
It’s the kind of pervasive stress that slowly ebbs away at your soul. It
sucks the life force out. It disconnects you from the real (vibrant &
strong) authentic you.
It’s not the little things that stress us out, but the bigger ones that we
think we can’t change.
It’s time to fess up on what’s not working in your life. No one’s life is
perfect, including mine. Life never goes as planned and there will
always be curveballs, challenges and traumatic events.
We can’t stop these, and we shouldn’t waste our energy trying. We
need to learn how to handle these skillfully, gracefully and when we
feel down, know how to bounce back quickly. And have a vibrant body
that can carry us through it.
Every challenge we have is an invitation to play in life differently. Every
problem is an opportunity for change and growth (not failure). Without
the discomfort, we would NEVER change or step up. Then life would
be monotonous and boring.
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FESS UP!
What’s not working in your life?

Have you sacrificed your self-care for your career, business,
partner, kids or family?

What keeps you up at night?

What is the first thing that pops in your head when you wake up?

What do you worry about when you’re alone?

What are you trying to ignore?

What do you intuitively feel is not right? What is your gut instinct
trying to tell you?

What does your soul want you to know?
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Stress Triggers
Common roadblocks that keep us stressed, overwhelmed
and unhappy….and hormones a mess

ㅁ Selling your soul for a paycheck
ㅁ Ignoring dreams, desires, passions
ㅁ Busyness - always busy doing
ㅁ No satisfaction
ㅁ Constant thinking
ㅁ Financial insecurity
ㅁ Unhealthy relationships
ㅁ Don’t love the one you’re with
ㅁ Loneliness
ㅁ Neglecting or sacrificing your needs
ㅁ Being someone you’re not
ㅁ Poor food choices - coffee, sugar, alcohol etc
ㅁ Disconnect from self
ㅁ Lost your mojo
ㅁ Lost the real (authentic) you
ㅁ Unable to connect to others
ㅁ Self-criticism, self-judgement, or shame
ㅁ Feeling anger, guilt or fear regularly
ㅁ Poor sleep or in bed after 10pm
ㅁ Living environment - lack of sunlight, high
pollution, lack of nature, or you just don’t like it
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My Stress Triggers
My top Stressors

REPEAT AFTER ME:
“I do not have to live with this stress. These challenges are an
invitation to reinvent myself so I can live the life that’s waiting for me”
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“Problems do not go away. They
must be worked through or else
they remain, forever a barrier to
the growth and development of
the spirit.”
M. Scott Peck ‘Road Less Travelled’
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Changing your Life 101
Change can happen in either 3 ways:
1. Willpower: where you try to use sheer will to override
habits and make changes in your life. Unfortunately,
we’re compelled by our mind to carry out behaviours

2. Positive thinking: change your thoughts to change
your life, (e.g. cognitive behavioural therapy) helps by
making small incremental changes over time

3. Spiritual Change: the ultimate level of change. Rather
than an incremental shift on the horizontal plane,
spiritual changes happens on the vertical, creating
transformation - changing our experience of
everything. This happens through insights that are
available to us all the time, under the right conditions.
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Step Two
Find Your Passion!
Passion is the most magnetic feature, and if you’ve spent enough time
around those who are passionate - you know it’s infectious!
Passion is the natural flow of creative energy from within. If we’re not
feeling passionate, then there’s a disconnect.
When many people think of exhaustion, anxiety or depression, they
see it as a biochemical imbalance that needs correcting. While it’s
important to support the body, calm the nervous system, balance
brain chemistry, support the adrenal glands, I’ve seen something work
even more powerfully: PASSION!
I’ve seen women turn high states of anxiety into creative potential, go
from exhausted to motivated by finding their passion and using it
recreate their lives, become artists, take an adventure, follow their
calling, transforming themselves and their relationships.
Passion is the antidote for burnout!
Passion unleashes the life force inside the body. It unblocks stagnant
energy channels. Revives a tired system. It gives life, reawakens the
Spirit and puts that fire back in your belly!
Mythologist Joseph Campbell called this The Hero’s Journey.
According to Joe, each of us are called to an adventure, a new path, a
new life. When we ignore the call (and hold back) the positive energy
given to us to transform our lives, becomes negative, leading to
anxiety, stress & depression.
If you’re yearning for something more, feel something's missing or
asking if there’s more to life. Then you’ve already been invited on the
hero’s journey.
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Passion Experiment
GIVE UP YOUR CAREER TODAY!
Try this little thought experiment out:
If you could give up your career today (and have all financial
obligations taken care of), what would you do with your time over the
next month? The next year? (it’s okay if you want to do exaclty the
same thing - but what would you do differently if you didn’t NEED
the job?)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you weren’t trying to get anywhere (no goals or ladder to climb),
what would you do with your time?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you decided to make all your working decisions based on your
desires, passion, values. and joy factor, what would you choose to
work on next?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Instead of changing your career, focus on living your passion, doing
more
what you love and want to do. You’ll end up living more
Vesna Hrsto
© 2015of
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One day a man went heaven, upon arrival he was greeted by a
host of angels and given a tour of all of heaven’s wonders. Over
the course of the tour, the man noticed that there was one
room the angels quickly glided past each time.

“What’s in that room” the man asked.
The angels looked at each other as if they’d been dreading the
question.
“We’re not allowed to keep you out, but please believe us - you
don’t want to go in there” they replied.
The man’s mind raced at the thought of what might be
contained in that room. What could be so horrible that the
angels of heaven would want to hide it away? He couldn’t resist
his human urge to find out.
Slowly walking towards the room, the man was filled with
dread and wonder at what horrors might be revealed. But in
fact, the room was filled with the most wonderful things
imaginable: a beautiful home; nice things; great wisdom, a
happy family; loving friends; and riches beyond measure.
Eyes wide, the man turned back to the angels. “But why didn’t
you want me to come here? This room is filled withe most
amazing things I’ve ever seen”.
The angels looked at each other sadly, then said.
“These are all the things you were meant to have while you
were on earth, but you never believed you could have them”
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Step Three
Choose Yourself
It’s time to take responsibility for you and not leave your wellbeing for when you have more time, money, less stress, or
whatever you feel needs to happen first.

Choose yourself THEN you get more time, money, less stress and
whatever else you want.
Don’t wait to make the first move.

Get the right support
DIY (Do it Yourself) is promoted everywhere today, but it doesn’t
yield the real life changing results. We forget that we are
relational beings, and that support and care from another person
is medicine too.
I’m all for taking charge of my life and doing what it takes, but I
know I DON’T know everything, and don’t want to waste my time
trying to figure it out.
When I was starting my online business, I got a coach. When I
was going through inner life changes, I got a spiritual healer.
When I need my hair done, I see my hairdresser.
When was the last time you read a car maintenance book and
then became the mechanic of your car?
Well! it’s the same with our body, mind and spirit. When we look
to google or amazon to solve our problems, we learn pretty
quickly that each of us is unique and what works for one person
doesn’t work for another.

Your symptoms tell YOUR life story!
Vesna Hrsto © 2015 | www.vesnahrsto.com
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Step Three
Heal yourself by getting the right support!
The body is designed to heal itself and it does this everyday.
Science has even proven this ability as documented through the
placebo effect.
Women come to me with a whole list of things they think they
“need” to be doing - go paleo, quit sugar, fun-free or bootcamp.
This adds stress - I want don’t want that for you!
Honestly, it’s the small shifts that make the biggest difference.
Our body's self-healing! But we can’t do it alone
Professor Ted Kaptchuk of Harvard Medical was on a mission to
find out why the placebo effect works so darn well; healing
patients without medicine and of seemingly incurable illnesses.
He conducted a study that was a bit different, he decided to tell
patients that they were taking a placebo, that the pill they were
prescribed contained absolutely no medicinal value.
And... They still got better!!!
He concluded that the nurturing care of a health practitioner and
the fact that the patients felt like were doing something to help
themselves, was enough to stimulate the healing systems within
their body,
While it’s great the browse the internet or read books but at
some point taking the step and getting the right support from
someone you trust could change your life.
What support do you need now? Do you have a healthcare
provider that gives you the support you need? Do you call on
those around you for support?
Vesna Hrsto © 2015 | www.vesnahrsto.com
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Step Four
Energy As Your Compass
Most women I meet have so many things on their to do list, most
of which bring them little joy or excitement. They are ‘should do’
s” & ‘must do” items for work, family, kids, partner or others.
Our energy comes not only through food, air and oxygen, but
through the things that light us up! They are soul vitamins. If we
don’t fill ourselves us on the things that bring us joy, then we
starve our spirit - the energy behind all of life.
There are always things that fire us up or those that drain us. It’s
important to identify where you stand, then you can choose
where you want to spend most of your time.
Your choices will dictate your energy.
Instead of changing careers, running for the hills, track your
energy over the course of the day, then over the week.
See if you can come up with at least 10 items for each.
The items that energise will be those things which nourish your
body and soul. Include these everyday, just like you would a
multi-vitamin.
“Until you value yourself, you won't value your time. Until you
value your time, you will not do anything with it.”
~ M.Scott Peck
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Energy Inventory
Things that energise me

eg. Spending time with my
partner

Vesna Hrsto © 2015 | www.vesnahrsto.com

Things that drain me

eg. people who don’t do what
they say they will
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The Bottom Line
There are so many things to think about when we start a
journey from feeling fried to fabulous. It’s easy to get
bogged down and overwhelmed. But anyone, and I do
mean anyone, can have extraordinary health and an
extraordinary life if they build a solid foundation. These four
steps are that foundation. Don’t make it harder than it is! Get
to the heart of your problem, find the right guidance and
show up. If you can follow these simple steps, you will
create the body and life of your dreams!

Visit VesnaHrsto.com to learn more
Click here for a FREE discovery call with Vesna
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ABOUT VESNA
Vesna is a holistic Naturopath
and Coach, specialising in
Mind-Body Medicine.
She has consulted with
thousands of people and has
been the catalyst behind a
wave of women finally reaching
extraordinary wellbeing and
balanced lives.
Through her proven programs,
online courses and private
coaching, Vesna has
transformed her client’s health
and life.
Vesna’s background includes successfully building and
operating three Naturopathic clinics, working behind the scene
in herbal medicine formulations for Nature’s Sunshine
Products, Naturopathic advisor to practitioners and writing
academic journals in herbal medicine research.
Vesna specialises in assisting high performing women to
unlock energy, create balance and resilience, and stay true to
their soul in a world that demands much more from women
than ever before.
To find out how Vesna can take you to the next level, contact
her for more information here
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